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101 Full-size Quilt Blocks & Borders
Blocks and borders make up 101 designs and 28 projects divided into chapters
of Floral, Country and Traditional, Americana, and Just for Fun.
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Better Homes &
Gardens Books
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Patterns
Block Patterns
Flowers

101 Patchwork Potholders

Linda Causee

Not only does this book present 101 different potholder patterns, it shows how
to combine these patchwork blocks so they can be used to make quilts, wall
hangings, tablecloths and other patchwork creations

24 Flower Quilt Blocks

Linda Causee

Your favorite flowers will burst to life when you create these intricately designed,
foundation-pieced flower blocks.

45 Quilt Blocks: Flowers: A New Collection of Designs

Patrice Boerens

Collection of flower motif designs. Multiple sizes are offered for ease of use in
various projects.

Machine Quilting Patterns 60 Machine Quilting Patterns (Dover Quilting)

Pat Holly

Collection of continuous line patterns for machine quilting including traditional
feather designs, florals, geometrics, corners and borders and more.

Cross-Stitch
Crafts Library

8-Color Country Cross-Stitch
35 cheerful cross-stitch projects, each uses only 8 different colors.

Sarah Stevenson

Quilts
Patchwork

9-Patch Reunion

Sewing
Fleece
Crafts Library

Adventures With Polarfleece: A Sewing Expedition

Techniques
 All the basics

All About Quilting from A to Z

Quilts
Other

Amazing Chenilled! Quilted Photography - Exploring Fabric, Color & 4
Terrific Textured Techniques

Chenille Textured
Photography
Portraits

Quilts
Patchwork
Scrap Quilts

Small Quilts
Historical Quilts

Atkinson Designs

Minnesota/Wisconsin Reunion Tour – collection of 9-patch quilts.

Nancy Cornwell

Create extra-ordinary garments using ordinary sewing skills. Easy techniques
with step by step instructions to make apparel for work, play, and fashion.

C&T Publishing,
Quilter’s Newsletter
Comprehensive book on all the basics of quilting – everything you want to know
Magazine &
about designing, creating, and living with quilts is here!
Quiltmaker
Magazine

Tammy Bowser

This quilt book explores fabric, color and 4 new & terrific textured chenille
techniques: Layered Chenille, Stacked Strip Chenille Rag Chenille, and Faux
Chenille.

American Country Scrap Quilts

(2 copies)

A super-timesaving approach to making 29 quilts of all sizes in the popular
scrap look.

American Doll Quilts
Includes 16 designs representing doll quilts made during different periods in
American history, including the Civil War and Victorian eras – sizes up to 19” x
25”

Liz Porter/Marianne
Fon

Kathleen Tracy

Quilts

America's Best: Quilting Projects

Patchwork
Applique

Presents patterns and instructions for creating such quilts as pineapple askew,
yellow Monday, hexagons, hearts and tulips, escargot in plaid, ocean and skies,
Christmas hunter's star, and Thanksgiving wall quilt

History

America's Quilts

Quilts
Quilters

Jane Townswick:
Rodale

The Country's Best
Quilters

OVERSIZED Shelf

Quilts
Appliqué

Appliqué Quilt, The

Quilters

Art & Inspirations: Ruth B. McDowell

Dinah Travis

How to assemble an applique quilt with a variety of fabrics and designs, using
many different ideas and techniques. Beginning with the materials needed, and
the colors and types of fabrics that may be used, Dinah gives concise
instructions, accompanied by color drawings and clear photographs, on how to
assemble the quilt. Help is given on choosing the right tools and fabrics for
particular designs, planning the layout, drawing the basic traditional designs, the
various applique techniques and finishing off the quilt
Ruth B. McDowell

This book leads reader through Ruth B. McDowell's progression into becoming
one of today's most prominent quilt artists.

Quilters

Art & Inspirations: Michael James

Michael James

The artistry of world-class quilter Michael James is spotlighted in this third
volume in the Art & Inspirations series.

Quilts
Appliqué

Artful Appliqué; The Easy Way
A master in the art of hand appliqué shares her amazing expertise step by step,
allowing stitchers at any skill level to achieve flawless results. Sixteen gorgeous
block designs present new, simplified methods for preparing, marking, and
stitching appliqué fabrics that guarantee the ultimate in beauty and accuracy.

Jane Townswick

Quilts
Appliqué

Back to Front; A new approach to machine-appliqué

Quilts
Bargello

Bargello by the Block

Quilts
Patchwork

Basic Guide to Rotary Cut Quilts

Rotary Cutting Technique

Jam-packed with 14 refreshing quills for the beginner to the more advanced
quilt maker, Larraine Scouler guides you through her back to front machine
quilting and applique

This is a wonderful guide for quilting with information, projects, step by step
instructions, & color photos from the experts.

Beautiful Borders, Backing, Bindings

Art Quilts
Landscape

Beautifully Embellished Landscapes: 125 Tips & Techniques to Create
Stunning Quilts

Video
VHS
Coordinating fabrics
Cutting fabrics
Organizing pieces
Fitting pieces together
Fixing problems
Basting

Joan Waldman

Weaver Fever inspired Joan Waldman to create these new designs based on
bargello-type strip sets. Building quilts with straight forward sewing just became
more fun!

Techniques
Borders, Backings &
Bindings

Embellishment

Lorraine Scouler

Stunning Border Sampler Quilt, dozens of beautiful border, backing and binding
techniques, and decorative practice projects provide inspiration and information
in a comprehensive 144-page photographic how-to teaching guide.

Marianne Fons &
Liz Porter

Jill Reber/Margaret
Sindelar

Joyce Becker

You won't believe the realistic effects you can achieve in your next landscape
quilt! Amazing variety of techniques includes paints, markers, stamps, photo
printing and artwork, threadwork and lace, sheer overlays and Angelina fibers,
and so much more. Over 200 photos and illustrations for inspiration, plus 8
complete projects.
Best Tips and Techniques for Quick Country Quilting
Among the dozens of terrific tips: 1) The easiest, most goof proof way to
coordinate fabrics for a quilt. 2) The fastest way to cut fabric, plus an ingenious
method for organizing all the pieces you've cut. 3) Tricks for "creative fudging"
to make sure all the quilt pieces fit together. 4) Speedy sew and turn technique
for easy applique. 5) Solutions to common "what went wrong?" questions. 6) A
trick for basting the quilt layers together.

Debbie Mumm;
Rodale

Quilts
Patchwork

Blending Photos with Fabric: A Beautiful New Way to Combine
Photography, Printing and Quiltmaking

Mary Ellen Krantz &
Cheryl Hayes

Patterns
Block Patterns

Blocks, Borders, Quilts! A mix-and-match workbook for designing your
own quilts.

Sunny Steinkuhler

Borders
Design

This is not your typical patchwork-block book. Now, everyone from confident
beginners to experts can design a quilt with mix-and-match blocks in both the
quilt center and the borders. With borders that fit beautifully, these quilts are
perfect for round-robin groups!

Quilts
9-patch
Paper Pieced Stars

Carol Doak’s Simply Sensational 9-Patch Stars

Miniature

Celebrate! With Little Quilts

Mix & Match Units to Create a Galaxy of Paper Pieced Stars

Choose from 15 new Little Quilt designs, plus little pillows and signs. Step-bystep directions are included for both rotary and template cutting, and for
machine and hand piecing. Learn Little Quilts' secrets for selecting fabrics. A
little lesson on hooking with three Little Rug patterns is an additional treat.

Quilts
Applique

Carol Doak

Celebration of American Life: Applique Patterns Honoring a Nation and
It’s People

Alice Berg, Mary
Ellen Von Holt

Barb Adams &
Alma Allen

In this book, respected quilting teachers Barb Adams and Alma Allen create and
introduce 12 Kansas City Star patterns of their own design, each celebrating
The Land of The Free and The Home of The Brave.

Other
Holidays
Celebrations

Celebrations! Quilts for Cherished Family Moments
What better way is there to commemorate an event than by making a quilt for
the occasion? Find distinctive ways to celebrate family, friends, and treasured
times with these heartwarming theme quilts. Eight projects include a child’s
first "big-kid" bed, a sweet-sixteen salute, and a housewarming gift

Mary M. Covey

Quilts
Charm Quilts
5” Squares

Holiday
Christmas
Cross-Stitch

Charmed, I’m Sure, Quilts and More from 5” Squares

Lesley Chaisson

Put all those fun charm squares to clever use in quilts that showcase 5"
squares! Many of the designs allow you to use whole squares, so a lot of the
cutting is done before you start. Stitch up a quilt in a weekend!

Christmas Cross-Stitch by Better Homes and Gardens
Country plaids that say merry Christmas/everywhere, everywhere, Christmas
tonight/a stitchery of Christmas carols/a new England Christmas sampler/tips
and techniques for cross-stitching

Other
Novel

Circle of Quilters

Quilts
Patchwork

Classic American Quilt Collection – SCHOOLHOUSE, The

Better Homes and
Gardens

Jennifer Chiaverini

An Elm Creek Quilts Novel

An ideal "textbook" for learning to make classic, cozy Schoolhouse quilts. From
the charming Honeymoon Cottage to the paper-pieced Eclectic Neighborhood,
this volume offers 11 projects and a variety of quick-and-easy techniques.

Patchwork

Classic American Quilt Collection: Nine Patch

Patchwork

Classic American Quilt Collection: Stars

Karen Costello
Soltys

Mary V. Green;
Rodale
Janet Wickell

Provides star patterns for patchwork quilting, and offers advice on enlarging
patterns, using templates, piecing basics, mitering borders, machine quilting,
and what types of fabrics to use

Techniques

Color Changing Hue

Yvonne Porcella

Color has been recognized throughout the ages as being a mood shifter, a
 Painting fabric
warning sign, a symbol of passion, fury, or even jealousy. If you cannot find the
 Also embellishments colors that your heart and soul dictate MUST go into your art project... CREATE
THEM! Fabric painting offers you a personal choice in color.

Paper Piece
 Color in Quilts

Color Magic for Quilters
Using the color wheel as a starting point, quilters can explore color relationships
to create show-stopping quilts. Just a few simple guidelines and techniques help
quilters choose and use colors effectively. More than 800 fabrics plus 24 color
wheel relationships work like formulas for combining colors for more than 250
quilt blocks. 200 illustrations. 275 color photos

Joyce Stewart/ Ann
Seely

Combination

Community Quilts: How to Organize, Design & Make a Group Guilt

Technique
Machine Quilting

Complete Guide to Machine Quilting, The

Karol Kavaya and
Vicki Skemp
As these avid quilters discuss their motivation for joining in, they offer a beautiful
how-to handbook so others can share the same joy.

Joanie Zeier Poole

How to use your home sewing machine to achieve hand-quilting effects.
This book will show you how you can get the most out of your sewing machine
while quilting, from working easily with different weights of batting and fabric, to
great time-saving tricks, and how to add a cornucopia of decorative stitching
effects.

Other
Art for Quilters

Copy Art for Quilters
Give your business cards, ads, flyers, newsletters, stationery, labels, and
posters a flesh look with these new copyright-free designs. Use on either paper
or cloth.

Other

Country Home: Decorative details and delicious recipes

Home Decor

This delightful little book is a celebration of country living and shows how you
can introduce different aspects of it into your life, no matter where you live.

Quilts
Combination
Accessories
Applique

Country Inspirations
More than 40 bright and beautiful quilt projects and accessories to fill your home
with joy.

That Patchwork
Place
Barb Tourtillote

Simona Hill

Debbie Mumm

